Freedom Blue PPO Plan
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An Affordable New Plan That Can Lower
Your Monthly Health Care Costs
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Let Freedom Ring with
Freedom Blue PPO!

BC Life & Health Freedom Blue PPOlue Cross
Senior Secure
The Medicare Advantage PPO Plan that
can help you maintain your good health.
Many people who turn 65 and qualify for
Medicare are surprised to discover that Medicare
alone is not enough to meet their health care
needs. While Medicare does provide many
medical benefits, Medicare deductibles and
coinsurance payments can add up to hundreds,
even thousands of dollars. These health care bills
are your responsibility to pay.

Take advantage of The Power of Blue
BC Life & Health’s reputation for innovative plan
design, provider relations and customer service has
earned the confidence and satisfaction of our
members and the healthcare professional with
which we contract. This trust has kept us at the
forefront of the healthcare industry year after year.
We are committed to offering affordable, reliable
coverage that meets your needs at every stage of life.

BC Life & Health is excited to be able to offer a
new affordable healthcare plan that provides you
with the freedom to choose your own doctor and
specialist. Announcing the NEW Freedom Blue
PPO Plan. This PPO Plan, unlike most HMO’s,
allows you to see specialists without having to
wait for a referral. This plan gives you freedom to
choose your own doctor and hospital and other
services from our network of participating
providers for an affordable monthly premium –
with virtually no paperwork. No matter what age
you are, the Freedom Blue PPO Plan offers a low
monthly premium, there is no sliding premium
fee based on your age. And best of all, it’s backed
by the security, strength and stability of the BC
Life & Health Insurance Company – the company
that has provided high quality, affordable health
care coverage for over 65 years.

When you enroll in the Freedom Blue PPO
Plan you directly benefit from:
– Our PPO network means lower out of
pocket costs to you

While traditional Medicare supplement plans
merely pay Medicare’s deductibles and coinsurance, Freedom Blue PPO is different – providing
comprehensive coverage and programs that go
beyond the benefits/coverage provided by
Medicare alone.
Selecting a health care plan that is right for you is
one of the most important decisions you have to
make. To help you better understand the benefits
and services offered by BC Life & Health, here are
answers to some of the most frequently asked
questions about our health plan.
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– Out of area and out of country emergency
coverage
– A variety of additional services to enhance
your life including wellness programs and
discounts on health care related products
and services.
– Medicare Part D brand and generic
prescription drug coverage
Comprehensive health care coverage for
individuals enrolled in both Parts A and B
of Medicare
Freedom Blue PPO Plan was designed to help
those age 65 and older, and other Medicare eligibles, enjoy all of the benefits of good health. This
healthcare plan goes beyond the what traditional
Medicare alone provides. And best of all, there are
no hidden costs, virtually no claim forms and
many money-saving benefits.
Freedom Blue PPO is intended to provide you
with access to quality health care from physicians
and hospitals right in your community. BC Life &
Health Insurance Company tries hard to provide
you with the personal, professional service you
deserve. We’re available to answer your questions
and discuss your concerns. And it’s comforting to
know that your coverage is accessible, even when
you are away from home.

Everything you need to know...
At BC Life & Health, we know there are other
health care options available. That’s why we are
committed to doing our best to serve you.

In addition to these basic services, Freedom Blue
PPO also provides the following:

The following question/answer format will
explain everything you need to know about
BC Life & Health’s Freedom Blue PPO Plan.

– Low copays for office visits to your physician
and specialist.

What are the benefits of the
Freedom Blue PPO Plan?
With Freedom Blue, you still have all of the benefits
that would be available from traditional Medicare
plus many additional benefits. You will be provided with a BC Life & Health Insurance Company
Freedom Blue member I.D. card, which is the
only card you need for medical care. BC Life &
Health Insurance Company administers Medicarecovered services after your copayment or
deductible, if applicable. These Medicare services
include:
MEDICARE PART A: Hospital insurance
benefits, such as inpatient hospitalization, skilled
nursing facility care, home health care and blood.
MEDICARE PART B: Medical insurance
benefits, such as medical expenses, clinical laboratory
services, home health care, outpatient hospital
treatment and blood, and preventive care benefits,
such as flu immunizations, routine and preventive
women’s health services.
MEDICARE PART D: A wide choice of
covered brand name and generic prescription drugs.
The Freedom Blue PPO drug list/formulary covers
over 2,000 prescription drugs in all. 1
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Copays apply.

– Affordable monthly plan premium.

– Emergency and urgently needed medical
coverage anywhere in the world.1
– Convenient mail order prescription drug program.1
– Coverage for hearing aids and hearing exams.1
– Coverage for chiropractor care.1
– Coverage for routine podiatry care.1
– Coverage for vision care.1
Please refer to the Summary of Benefits brochure
for detailed information regarding the above benefits, services, applicable copayments, limitations,
conditions and exclusions.
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Copays apply.

How does Freedom Blue PPO Plan work
with Medicare to offer these additional
benefits and services?
Freedom Blue PPO is a Medicare Advantage plan
with an annual contract with the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the federal agency that administers Medicare. Freedom
Blue is managed by BC Life & Health Insurance
Company, with a history of experience, responsibility and stability to select and work with quality
health care providers.
The contract authorizes BC Life & Health
Insurance Company to arrange for all health services offered by Medicare, plus many additional
services not provided by Medicare from contracting health care providers. In exchange, the U.S.
government pays BC Life & Health Insurance
Company a fixed monthly amount to administer
the Medicare benefits for each member served.
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Everything you need to know...
Who is eligible for membership in
Freedom Blue PPO?
Anyone who meets the following criteria is eligible
for membership:
– You maintain Part A (Hospital) of Medicare
and continue to pay your Part B (Medical) premiums. If you are not entitled to Medicare Part
A benefits, you can purchase Part A through
the Social Security Administration, and you
must continue to pay the Part A
premium to remain eligible for Freedom Blue.
– Your permanent residence is within the geographic service area of Freedom Blue PPO.
– You do not have kidney failure requiring dialysis
or kidney transplantation (End-Stage Renal
Disease [ESRD]), unless you were enrolled as a
member of any commercial BC Life & Health
health plan at the time of diagnosis with no
lapse in coverage.
MONTHLY PREMIUMS
for BC Life & Health Freedom Blue Plan
Depending on the coverage you need we offer
two plan premiums.
Seniors of all ages can choose from a $7 Premium
Plan or a $32 Premium Plan.
$7 Premium Plan

In Network

Out of Network

Plan deductible

$1,000

$1,250

Annual OOP Max

$3,000

$5,000

$32 Premium Plan In Network

Plan deductible
Annual OOP Max
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Out of Network

$500

$750

$3,000

$5,000

How do I choose a physician?
When you join Freedom Blue PPO, you’ll receive
a directory of participating physician’s hospitals
and other service providers. If you do not receive a
directory, contact your BC Life & Health agent,
or call Member Services toll-free at 1-800-765-2585
(TTY/ TDD# 1-877-247-1657) Monday thru
Thursday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Pacific, Friday 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Pacific and request a provider listing for
your area. You may also utilize the Internet
Provider Finder tool on the BC Life & Health
Insurance Company website by visiting www.bluecrossca.com.
You may choose physician listed in the directory
that participate in the plan. If you choose a
physician that is not in our directory and not a
participating network PPO provider, your costs
will be higher. You can go to doctors, specialists
and hospitals in the network or out of the network,
but your costs may vary.
What if I want to change physicians?
If you are not satisfied with the physician you can
simply select another from our directory or call
Member Services toll-free at 1-800-765-2585
(TTY/ TDD# 1-877-247-1657) Monday thru
Thursday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Pacific, Friday 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Pacific.
What hospital will I go to?
The Freedom Blue PPO Plan directory lists hospitals that in the plan. These hospitals are where
your physician will admit you if you require hospitalization. The hospitals were selected by your
physician, which has established relationships with
those hospitals. You and your physician will
choose the appropriate PPO hospital.

What happens if I need Emergency or
Urgent Care services?
As a member of Freedom Blue, it’s reassuring to
know that when you need immediate emergency or
urgent care, you have world-wide 24-hour coverage.
Emergency Services means covered inpatient or
outpatient care furnished by a provider qualified
to provide emergency services that is needed to
evaluate or stabilize an emergency medical condition due to a sudden illness or injury. An emergency medical condition is a condition brought on
by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that a prudent layperson,
with an average knowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect that not getting
immediate assistance could result in:
– Serious jeopardy to health of the individual
(or in the case of pregnant woman, the health
of the woman or her unborn child)
– Serious impairment to bodily functions; or
– Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
If you receive emergency care from a non-participating provider, those services are covered if your
transfer to a Freedom Blue PPO participating
provider would cause permanent risk to your
health, or if transfer would be unreasonable given
the distance involved or the nature of the medical
condition.
If you have a medical emergency, go to the nearest
medical facility. Notify your physician within 48
hours (or as soon as possible) so your physician
can arrange for follow-up care. Copayments are
required for emergency services.

Freedom Blue PPO will cover emergency medical
services provided whether you are in or out of the
service area. If you have an emergency while you
are out of the service area, we prefer that you
return to the service area to receive follow-up care
through your physician. Your follow-up care will
be covered when you are out of area as long as the
care required continues to meet the definition for
either emergency or urgently needed care. If you
have an emergency within the service area, you
must receive any follow-up care through your
physician.
Urgently Needed Services are covered medical
services when you need medical attention right
away for an unforeseen illness or injury, and it is
not reasonable given the situation for you to get
medical care from your participating physician.
In these cases, your health is not in serious danger.
If your physician is temporarily unavailable or
inaccessible, go to the nearest medical facility for
treatment and notify your physician within 48
hours (or as soon as possible) so that he or she can
arrange for follow-up care. Copayments are
required for urgently needed services.
If you need urgently needed services while you are
temporarily out of the area that cannot be delayed
until you return, Freedom Blue PPO provides
coverage. It is preferred that you return to your
physician for follow-up care. However, follow-up
care will be covered while you are out of the service
area as long as the care continues to meet the definition of urgently needed services.
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If I need to disenroll what happens
to my health care coverage?
Your membership in BC Life & Health’s Freedom
Blue PPO is automatically renewed on a monthly
basis. If you move out of California or decide that
Freedom Blue is not right for you, you can disenroll
from Freedom Blue. You can do this by writing
to Freedom Blue, by going to your Social Security
Office or by calling Medicare at 1-800-Medicare
(1-800-633-4227).
For requests for disenrollment received by BC Life
& Health Freedom Blue PPO by the last day of
the month, your effective date of disenrollment
will be the first day of the next month. For example,
if we receive your disenrollment request on or
before April 30th, your effective date of disenrollment will be May 1st.
You will receive Medicare benefits through the
traditional method of fee-for-service, unless you
have enrolled in another Medicare Advantage
HMO, or if you decide to take advantage of our
Medicare Supplement Conversion Option, your
coverage will convert to the plan you choose. In
either case, you will not be penalized by Medicare
in any way.
Freedom Blue’s Medicare Supplement
Conversion Option lets you convert your
coverage to another Blue Cross of
California plan.
If, for any reason, you are not completely satisfied
with Freedom Blue, BC Life & Health Insurance
Company offers you a one-time opportunity to
convert to ClaimFree® Standard Plan A, without
proof of insurability, and waiving any pre-existing
conditions. If you are over the age of 65, you may
also choose to convert to Blue Cross Senior
SelectSM.
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Both Blue Cross Senior Select and ClaimFree
Standard Plan A are Medicare supplement insurance plans. They are not PPO plans. ClaimFree
Standard Plan A is our basic, affordable Medicare
supplement with ClaimFree service. Blue Cross
Senior Select is a Medicare supplement standard
Plan A that provides additional benefits for services
received from Participating Providers. For more
information about this special privilege, contact
your BC Life & Health agent, or call Customer
Service toll-free at 1-877-811-3107. TTY/ TDD#
1-888-877-5378.
Customer Service Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Pacific
Friday 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Pacific
Can my membership in Freedom Blue PPO
be terminated?
Your membership in Freedom Blue PPO will not
be terminated due to the status of your health.
You may be terminated ONLY under the following conditions:
– You do not retain Medicare Part B (Medical)
coverage under the Federal Medicare Program.
– You lose eligibility for Medicare Part A
(Hospital) coverage.
– You do not pay your plan premium for 3
consecutive months.
– You allow someone else to use your Freedom
Blue ID card to obtain services or commit
fraud.
– You permanently move out of the Freedom
Blue service area. (A permanent move is
defined as more than 6 consecutive months
out of the service area.)
– You are abusive, disruptive or uncooperative
to the point where the ability of BC Life &
Health Insurance Company to provide you
with health care services is severely impaired.
Disenrollment for this reason is subject to
approval from the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS).

From the Pacific Ocean to the giant Sequoias,
California offers something for everyone. Freedom
Blue PPO from BC Life & Health Insurance
Company offers an affordable and flexible PPO
option that provides freedom for Medicare eligible
individuals in California.
Need prescription drug coverage? With Freedom

Protect your health and financial future
The new Freedom Blue PPO Plan is a Preferred
Provider Plan. By selecting from this network of
providers, you can save money on your health care
costs. Even if you are active and healthy, you
could be caught off guard by an unexpected illness
or injury. Medical care can add up quickly to a
staggering financial loss. The Freedom Blue Plan
can limit your out-of-pocket costs, protecting your
assets and even safeguard your future earnings.

Blue PPO you receive coverage for all of your brand
and generic prescription drug needs. Medicare’s
new prescription drug coverage, also called Part D,
provides you with coverage for a wide range of
generic and brand name prescription drugs. Both
the Freedom Blue PPO Plan I and II come built
in with the new Part D prescription drug benefit!

Freedom Blue PPO Prudent Buyer® Network
With our Freedom Blue PPO Prudent Buyer
network you can select any physician and specialist
without a referral. The Prudent Buyer network
offers you a wide variety of physicians conveniently
located throughout the state to help you with all
of your health care needs. The Prudent Buyer
network includes nearly 40,000 quality physicians
and specialists and more than 300 participating
hospitals across all of California. This is the largest
network in California, with over one half of all
physicians in the state participating as a Prudent
Buyer Provider.
Why pay for benefits you may never use?
When you use a participating Freedom Blue PPO
provider, you get the affordable health care coverage
and financial security you need.
The Freedom Blue PPO Plan’s key benefits include
– Coverage for most in network medical services
– Part D brand and generic prescription
drug coverage
– Freedom to choose the doctor and hospital
of your choice from our large network
of participating providers
– No referrals to specialists
– Low premiums and more benefits than
traditional Medicare
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– The contract between CMS and BC Life &
Health Insurance Company is not renewed.
If any of the above conditions are met, you will
receive a termination letter from BC Life & Health
Insurance Company that provides the reason for
your cancellation, your grievance rights and the
effective date of the termination. Your membership
brochure contains complete step-by-step instructions and information about grievance procedures.
How do I enroll?
Enrollment in Freedom Blue PPO is simple.
Your agent can provide complete instructions
and assistance.
– Complete the enrollment form in blue or black
ink. Make sure the information you write is
accurate and easy to read, so it can be processed
smoothly.
– Your name must read the same on the enrollment form as it does on your Medicare card.
– You must maintain Part A of Medicare and
must continue to pay your Part B premiums.
If you are not entitled to Medicare Part A
benefits, you can purchase Part A through the
Social Security Administration, and you must
continue to pay the Part A premium to remain
eligible for BC Life & Health Insurance
Companies Freedom Blue PPO.
– Indicate the best time to reach you at your
home phone number. A Freedom Blue PPO
representative may be calling you to verify that
you have read and understood the description
of this plan, and that the information on your
form is accurate.
– Review the form carefully, then sign and date
the form.

What can I do if I disagree with my doctor’s
recommendation on hospital stays?
If you are a hospital inpatient and BC Life &
Health, with your doctor’s concurrence, tells you
that it will no longer be necessary for you to stay
in the hospital and you disagree, you have a right
to request an immediate review by a Quality
Improvement Organization (QIO). QIOs are
groups of doctors and nurses who are paid by the
Federal Government to review medical necessity
and appropriateness of hospital treatment furnished
to Medicare patients, including persons such as
yourself who are enrolled in plans like Freedom
Blue PPO. This right of review is provided to you
in accordance with Federal Regulations (42 CFR
Section 417.605), and any request for immediate
review by a QIO would be in place of any other
appeal rights you might otherwise have. See
Evidence of Coverage booklet for QIO review rules.
What can I do if I have a problem or
complaint regarding the services I receive
under Freedom Blue PPO?
BC Life & Health Insurance Company is certain
that you will be completely satisfied with your
Freedom Blue plan, but if you should ever have
a complaint or problem regarding the quality,
accessibility, adequacy of facilities or timeliness
of services under this BC Life & Health Insurance
Company Freedom Blue PPO plan, or you wish
to dispute involuntary disenrollment, please follow
the Member Grievance Procedures summarized in
your Evidence of Coverage booklet.
Issues about whether or not a service is or should
be covered, or the amount paid for any given
service, must be addressed through the
Reconsideration and Appeals Process.

If you have any questions about Freedom Blue
or the enrollment form, call us toll free at
1-800-765-2585 (TTY/ TDD# 1-877-247-1657)
Monday thru Thursday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Pacific,
Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Pacific.
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Binding Arbitration
If you are applying for coverage, please note that
BC Life & Health Insurance Company requires
binding arbitration to settle all disputes, including
claims of medical malpractice. California Health
and Safety Code Section 1363.1 requires specified
disclosures in this regard, including the following
notice: “It is understood that any dispute as to
medical malpractice, that is as to whether any
medical services rendered under this contract were
unnecessary or unauthorized or were improperly,
negligently or incompletely rendered, will be
determined by submission to arbitration as provided
by California law, and not by a lawsuit or resort to
court process except as California law provides for
judicial review of arbitration proceedings. Both
parties to this contract, by entering into it, are
giving up their constitutional right to have any
such dispute decided in a court of law before a
jury, and instead are accepting the use of arbitration.”
Both parties also agree to give up any right to
pursue on a class basis any claim or controversy
against the other.
How can I appeal decisions regarding
services or care provided under
Freedom Blue PPO?
As a Member of Freedom Blue PPO, you have the
right to appeal any decision about BC Life & Health
Insurance Company payment for, or failure to
provide, what you believe are Medicare-covered
services or other services offered under this
Agreement. These include:
– Reimbursement for emergency services
anywhere in the world, and urgently needed
services while you are out of the service area.
– Any other health services furnished by a contracting or non-contracting provider or supplier
that you believe should have been provided,
arranged for or reimbursed by BC Life & Health.
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– Services you have not received, but which you
feel are the responsibility of BC Life & Health
to pay for or provide.
– Claims for services for which no written notice
has been issued 60 days after submission.
For specific information about the reconsideration
and appeals process, please see the Evidence of
Coverage booklet.
Your Right to Know
If you are considering enrolling in our plan, you
are entitled to ask if the plan has special financial
arrangements with our physicians that can affect
the use of referrals and other services that you
might need. To get this information, call our
Member Services Department and request information about our physician payment arrangements.
This brochure, along with the Summary of
Benefits, provide a brief review of benefits. Once
enrolled, you will receive an Evidence of Coverage,
which explains in detail the full range of covered
services of this plan, as well as the exclusions and
limitations. If you want this information, please
contact BC Life & Health Freedom Blue.
BC Life & Health Insurance Company has several
pharmacy management procedures in place to
ensure an effective and safe drug benefit. These
procedures include prior authorization and formulary
utilization requirements, as well as early refills and
days supply restrictions. If you have questions
regarding whether these requirements and restrictions apply to a particular drug you are taking,
please contact Freedom Blue.
Freedom Blue’s contract with CMS is renewed
annually and the availability of coverage beyond
the end of the current year is not guaranteed.
This document is available in other formats upon
requests.

You can write to BC Life & Health Insurance Company
at the following address:
P.O. Box 9154
Oxnard, CA 93031-9154
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